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(5) A 22 caliber
pistol has been a
handy training gun
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Jan 15, 2013 [Taken
from
system.net.config
file of my DFS
system] [Taken from
system.net.config
file of my VPS box]
This is an attempt
to use Google’s
Public DNS servers
which will make
surfing the web etc
much better speed
right click over
the code and a
context menu will
appear, select 'Go
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to' and then
'Expression' (or
use the shortcut
Ctrl+G).. In the
text box .1 answer
Trash File System
(DFS) has its own
-.11,.12,...11.1,
etc. of its own
tables. These are
not the same as the
tables in the
Master System.net.c
onfig.The table
with the.1 is the
table that the OS i
s being built on..
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This is the table
that we shall be
getting the Deep
Freeze file for.
OK?, I will paste
that in a bit..
So.., when Windows 
NT [or 2000] is
being built the
Tables in the
System.net.config
file are.. The
tables in the above
Configuration file
are in the format
name=“connection”.
So the table that
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looks like this..
The table that the
Deep Freeze looks
for is like this..
As you can see,
there is an “extra”
row with a “.1” in
the 1st column [If
you notice the “1”
is between the
numbers.. not just
before the
numbers..] [You can
download a copy of
the DFS table from
my
system.net.config
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file. It is in a
text file. It has
the “.11”, “.
d4474df7b8
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